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The Ultimate Wedding Planner &
Organizer

Every year, more than 5 million Americans go through the process of planning their wedding. For
most brides, wedding planning is time-consuming, expensive, and stressful. But with proper
information and organizational tools, much of the agony and expense of planning a wedding can be
eliminated. This is what this book is all about.The Ultimate Wedding Planner & Organizer 2nd
Edition features a beautifully redesigned look. A scrapbook starter kit is also provided so the bride
can use her planner as a keepsake long after her wedding is over.This planner combines expert
wedding-planning tools and information within a convenient three-ring binder so it can be
customized to the unique needs of the individual bride. The book includes over 150 comparison
charts, checklists, timelines, and budget analysis worksheets to help the bride plan the entire
wedding. In addition to all the information necessary for planning a successful wedding, this book
contains 6 dividers and 12 pockets for the bride to store important documents such as brochures,
reservation confirmations, contracts, receipts, and much more. Other handy organizational tools
include business card holders, a three-hole punch, a graph paper notepad, a wedding-planning
calendar, and a tote bag.
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The planner is very informative with some great ideas and points I didn't think of for the wedding. It
comes with a tote bag to carry it around as the book is too big and heavy to carry everywhere. Also,
it comes with your own hole punch for when you need to keep papers in the binder. The planner has
a plastic insert page which keeps business cards and brochures organized for easy access. It is
great!

I bought this book at borders, and should have bought here at . When I saw it I knew it was the book
I was looking for. I was shopping around trying to find the right book to help me, and this one was it.
The book is large with lots of extra space to add pages. The book is very informative and really
helps me get organized. The timeline was really helpful to get things in perspective for me. Before I
bought it, I started freaking out because I thought I had to get everything done right now! So to sum
up, the book is really helping me stay organized, gives lots of extra information, and is large with
extra space.

This was a great purchase. It is keeping me very organized, and I love how it outlines all the
traditions. It gives you great advice and ideas on how to save money. It gives great advice on what
to ask vendors as well! Best planner I found, and I researched a ton! Worth the money!

With money being tight for both my family and my fiance's, we were not able to splurge on a live
wedding planner for our upcoming wedding. This book is the perfect alternative!It's a large binder,
and comes with a small 3 hold puncher for adding extra pages, which there is plenty of room for. It
came with an adorable and *free* tote bag, which is great since the binder itself is a bit big to carry
around. The bag is bright pink with white polka-dots and says BRIDE on it. I'm proud to carry it
around! The planner provides information on common traditions, as well as some unique ideas. It
goes into detail on each subject and provides checklists and questions for all of the vendors. It had
seperators with folders for each important section.All-in-all, it's perfect for my DIY wedding, but
would also be ideal for a larger more involved wedding than mine. Love it!

I am planning a very low key and low budget wedding but I love being organized with all of my
planning. I LOVED the calendar in the back that you could fill in the dates so you could decide when
exactly you wanted to start in detail, planning your wedding. It was great! I also love the fact that all
of the sections are divided, but it would have been nice if there had been tabs to make it easier to
flip to a section in the middle. I appreciated all of the information included in the planner, a lot of the
items that they mentioned I hadn't really even considered before.I think my favorite part about this
planner however, was the fact that it was basically a three ring binder. This may make it seem
cheap to you, but being able to print out my e-mails with valuable information and hole punch them
and stick them in was so amazing!! The three hold punch included is not by any means an industrial
strength but perfect if you are on the go and just want to stick something in. All in all I love it and

would recommend it to anyone!!*** UPDATE ***One month after our wedding: I used this planner up
to the very end and even after our wedding!! I put everything inside of it, information from the
photographer, the person baking our cake, the officient, addresses ... you name it, it was in there! In
addition I used this a lot after the big day because I had researched all of the information about how
to change my name before the wedding and had all of the online forms filled out and stuck in the
folder partitions in the binder so when the time came I just pulled them out, double checked what
documents I needed and then headed off to the DMV and social security office. All in all, I loved this
binder for planning my wedding and I hope you do too!!

I just recently got engaged and wanted something to inform me and keep me organized! I did a lot
of research and found this, I was so excited when I finally received it! It is the cutest and most
perfect planner out there, theres even a photo slot on the cover to personalize it! It comes with a
pink bride tote bag, a pink hole puncher, business card slots, a clear plastic pocket and section
folders to keep all of your things in. Each section is def informative and the budget section breaks
everything out for you, this thing has so much great info and a million things I didn't even think of! I
def recommend this planner over all the others!!

If you are a traditional bride (who likes pink) you'll probably love this planner. It is extremely
thorough, it includes a time line with everything you could ever need for your wedding. It also
includes things such as a list of shots you should take both before and during the wedding. The
binder includes a hole punch, business card holder, tote bag (pink, natch) and a pouch for other
miscellaneous items.It didn't work well for me. I'm not planning anything close to a traditional
wedding and the endless lists of things that I'm not doing was a bit overwhelming to me. I'm also not
a fan of pink. We decided to keep a more neutral binder and an 'anti bride' wedding planner as they
suit our style much better.I'm also ocd enough when it comes to planning that it really bugged me
that there weren't individual dividers included for each section. There are dividers but each divider is
marked as a separate section for one section on the front and another on the back. So if there were
12 different chapters, there are only 6 dividers. Even if I loved the rest of this book that would
probably bug me enough to return it. If you're going to purchase this planner I suggest grabbing
some index dividers from an office supply store to supplement what is included.
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